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Abstract—Side channel attacks exploit inadvertent informa-
tion leakage from the physical implementation of computing
systems, bypassing the theoretical strength of cryptographic algo-
rithms. Of particular concern are software side-channel attacks
which can be mounted remotely without access or alteration
of the hardware system. One type of attack that has been
demonstrated to be highly effective is cache side-channel attacks
that exploit cache replacement policies to discern information
about the data being processed. In this paper, we present a
secure cache design that defeats software side-channel attacks
targeted at hardware caches. The memory-to-cache mapping is
dynamic and randomized by replacing the address decoder of a
conventional cache with a CAM. We fabricated a prototype 32kB
secure cache along with a conventional 8-way set-associative cache
of the same size for comparison on a 65nm bulk CMOS process.
The prototype operates at 500 MHz, dissipating 117 mW at the
nominal 1V VDD. Compared to conventional design, the secure
cache has an 10% area overhead, 20% power overhead at iso-
performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Side channel attacks exploit inadvertent information leak-
age from the physical implementation of computing systems,
bypassing the theoretical strength of cryptographic algorithms.
Side channel information is information inadvertently leaked
from the physical implementation of systems, such as power
consumption, electromagnetic or acoustics emissions, or tim-
ing traces. In a side channel attack, the attacker uses this infor-
mation to deduce all or part of the secret cryptographic key,
thus bypassing protection provided by strong cryptographic
algorithms. One type of attack that has been demonstrated to
be highly effective is cache side-channel attacks that exploit
cache replacement policies to discern information about the
data being processed. In this paper, we present a secure cache
design that defeats software side-channel attacks targeted at
hardware caches.

Cache side-channel attacks exploit the timing difference
between cache hits (fast) versus cache misses (slow) of a
processor [1]–[3]. Since the CPU cache is shared by all the
processes running in a system, the cache state affects, and is
affected by, all the processes. This enables an attacker process
to infer the victim’s memory access patterns by observing
the cache contention with the victim process. If the victim’s
memory access patterns depend on some secret information,
the attacker can deduce the secret information from the inferred
access patterns.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of Newcache

Recently, computer architecture designers proposed secure
cache architectures with inherent resistance to these cache side
channel attacks [4]–[6]. Compared to the software counter-
measures, secure caches have much better performance and
can provide transparent protection to all software, including
vulnerable legacy software that is already deployed. Two
general methodologies for secure cache design are cache
partitioning and randomizing memory-to-cache mapping [5].
Cache partitioning gives the victim and the attacker each
a separate partition of the cache, hence there is no cache
contention between the victim and the attacker. However, cache
partitioning is not scalable to the number of processes and
may cause significant performance degradation due to cache
fragmentation. Randomizing memory-to-cache mapping is a
more promising solution. It allows cache contention, but no
information can be extracted from the contention because of
the dynamic, randomized mapping.

II. SECURE CACHE DESIGN

A. Architecture

Our secure cache design (named Newcache) randomizes
the memory-to-cache mapping [6], [7]. Conceptually, the ran-
domized memory-to-cache mapping is achieved by introducing
a level of indirection. The memory address is first mapped to
a Logical Direct Mapped (LDM) cache, each LDM cache line
is then mapped in a fully associative and randomized way



to a physical cache line. While this 2-step mapping is done
conceptually, physically, the full LDM cache does not actually
exist and the mapping is done directly by accessing a Content
Addressable Memory (CAM). Each CAM entry is called a
Line Number Register (LNreg), which stores the logical cache
line number in the LDM cache of the associated cache data
line (see Figure 1). The LNregs in essence replace the address
decoder in the conventional caches. The width of the LNregs
can be increased by a few bits, which are called k extra index
bits. This corresponds to a LDM cache that is 2k times larger
than the physical cache size.

A cache access compares the desired memory address with
the contents of the LNregs for a match. On a match with the
contents of LNregi, it checks that the associated cache tag
matches the rest of the memory address and simultaneously
reads out the associated cache data line. Hence, a Newcache
hit means that there is both an index hit and a tag hit. On a
cache miss, a random cache line is selected for replacement,
giving a dynamic, randomized memory-to-cache mapping,
rather than the static, fixed mapping done by all caches today.
The cache controller for cache misses is not implemented in the
current testchip, which tests the latency and power for cache
hits. To provide better security, Newcache identifies different
mutually suspicious trust domains, TDID, and within each
trust domain, it identifies protected cache data lines by setting
the P bit to 1, while unprotected cache lines have P bit set
to 0. The LNreg is extended to store TDID and P bit, in
addition to the logical cache line number. A cache access needs
to associatively search all the LNregs to find a match of the
index bits as well as the TDID and P bit.

The significant difference of Newcache with a fully asso-
ciative (FA) cache is that Newcache is a mix of associative
search and direct mapping. The width of the CAM for a
Newcache is much shorter than that of a FA cache. Researchers
have shown that when k = 4, the cache miss rate of Newcache
is as low as a conventional 8-way set-associative (SA) cache
of the same size [6]. The security of Newcache has also been
thoroughly tested [7]. However, it has previously not been clear
how the access latency and power consumption of Newcache
compares with a conventional SA cache, considering the poten-
tially high power consumption and latency of CAM structures.
A fast and low power CAM design is critical for designing a
secure cache with randomized mapping, and we discuss this
in section II. To the best of our knowledge, our Newcache
testchip is the first physical implementation of a secure cache
in a testchip prototype.

While direct access to each memory block is possible by
an external decoder, Data and Tag arrays can also be accessed
by CAM match operation. Depending on the memory access
mode (controlled by Mode select signal), either MLs from
CAM or decoded WLs from the external decoder are used
to drive the WLs of the Data and Tag arrays (Figure 2). Both
the decoder and CAM match operations take place at the first
phase of the clock cycle (i.e., when clock is high). In the
second clock phase (i.e., when clock is low), the corresponding
WLs are pulsed and the appropriate memory operation is
performed in the Tag and Data arrays. Since the CAM array
replaces the decoders for Data and Tag arrays, it is placed in
the middle to mitigate the RC of the long Data array WLs.

Fig. 2. Memory access mode block diagram. Data and Tag arrays can be
accessed by either external decoder or CAM match operation. Mode select
signal is used to select between decoded WLs from the external decoder and
MLs from CAM.

B. CAM Circuits

As mentioned above, the Newcache requires a fully as-
sociative structure for the LNreg portion of the cache. In
hardware, such a structure is typically built using a contents
addressable memory (CAM) structure using custom cells with
an embedded comparison structure. However, designers often
eschew CAM designs due to the power and latency overhead
of the search operation and the larger cell size required for
the embedded comparison circuits. However, as the CAM
functionality significantly enhanced the security of the cache
design, we endeavored to design the LNreg CAM to mitigate
the conventional CAM deficiencies and overheads.

CAMs are classified as either NOR or NAND style depend-
ing on the arrangement and logical function of the embedded
comparision circuits. Typically NOR style CAMs have a lower
search latency, but increased power consumption due to most
(or all on a miss) matchlines charging and discharging during
each search operation. As our LNreg CAM would have a large
number of entries, a NOR style CAM would have too high
of a power overhead. Additionally, with velocity saturation
occuring in modern deep sub-micron transistors, the speed
advantage of the NOR style over the NAND style is relatively
small. Thus, we chose to use a NAND style topology/cell for
the LNreg.

Fig. 3. Schematic of 9T CAM cell using NAND-style matchline (ML). The
cell VDD is boosted to avoid a degraded level at the gate of MX.

The 9-transistor CAM cell we chose to use is shown in
Figure 3. The cell uses a modern uni-directional poly layout for
enhanced manufacturability and compatibility with deep sub-
micron process design rules. Additionally, the modern “short
and fat” layout aspect ratio allows enough room to run the
search lines and bitlines separately. This reduces the loading
on each, and thus improves the power and latency of search,
read, and write operations without increasing the cell area. The



NAND string device (MX) would ordinarily receive a degraded
level at its gate, reducing its performance, but we boost the Vdd
of the CAM cells to reduce the search latency. Boosting of the
CAM cell Vdd requires a slightly higher Vdd for the cells, but
this is typically available due to the higher I/O voltage and
some SRAM designs already use a higher Vdd for increased
cell stability.

Fig. 4. Hierarchical matchline with combining static NAND gate.

Even with the boosted Vdd and velocity saturation effects,
the 17b LNreg match could not be built as a single NAND
string and still meet performance requirements. Thus, we use
a hierarchical matchline, splitting the 17b into one string of
9b and another of 8b. These two matchlines are combined
using a simple static CMOS NAND gate as shown in Figure
4. Additionally, the hierarchical matchline reduces the power,
since in some mismatch cases, only one side of the matchline
will discharge.

Besides the matchlines, another significant source of power
dissipation in CAMs is the vertical search lines that drive
the key value being searched for to all the cells. These are
heaviliy loaded lines that span the entire height of the CAM.
We reduce the search line loading as much as possible by
splitting the search lines from the bitlines, as discussed above.
Further, we use statically driven search lines for all but the
topmost (closest to NAND gate) lines to reduce search line
toggling. The topmost two search line pairs are dynamically
driven to simplify the clocking of the CAM and reduce the
search latency.

If all SLs were driven statically, then we would require a
control signal to activate the dynamic NAND strings, similar
to the evaluate signal sent to the footer device of conventional
dynamic logic gates. This would need to be timed (with
additional timing margin) against the delay of driving in the
SL value, which would increase the search latency due to the
needed timing margin to be safe against variability and skew.
However, with the topmost SLs being dynamically driven, we
enable flow through timing, and do not require any additional
control signals or timing margining.

III. TEST CHIP

We implemented a 32kB direct mapped Newcache (NC)
and a 32kB conventional 8-way set associative (SA) cache
on a prototype testchip in a 65nm Bulk CMOS 7-metal
copper process. The 8-way SA cache provides a baseline
conventional design to compare the Newcache version against.
The die microphotograph is shown in Figure 5. The prototype
Newcache consists of three memory arrays: a 512 x 17b LNreg
CAM, a 512 x 15b Tag array, and a 4k x 64b Data array. The

TABLE I. NEWCACHE IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Process 65nm bulk CMOS

7 Metal Cu

Nominal supply 1.0V

NC CAM area 0.14 mm2

NC Data memory area 0.76 mm2

NC Tag memory area 0.03 mm2

Total NC area 0.95 mm2

Die area 4 mm2

Operating supply range 0.8 - 1.2V

Data array is split into two 512 x 256b arrays with the CAM
and Tag in the middle to mitigate the wordline RC. SRAM and
9T CAM cell areas are 1.1 µm2 and 2.7 µm2, respectively. The
corresponding cell area utilizations for Data, Tag, and CAM
arrays are 40.2%, 31.3%, 19%, respectively.

Array partitioning is used to achieve high-speed and low-
power memory operation. There are eight 64 x 256b paritions
and each parition row consists of four 64 x 64b sub-blocks.
Each sub-block is further divided into two 32 x 64b cell arrays.
We use 8:1 column multiplexing to improve the speed and
aspect ratio of the memory. Hence, each sub-block provides
8b data. Similar array partitioning is used for CAM and Tag
arrays except for the 8:1 column multiplexing. Both CAM and
Tag arrays are divided into eight 64-row sub-blocks with 17b
and 15b -wide columns, respectively.

The short bitlines (BLs) allow us to use full swing signaling
for reads, thus eschewing the need for large sense amplifiers
and complex sense timing. Each sub-block output is connected
to a global bitline (GBL) to get the selected data out. Array
partitioning significantly decreased the BL and WL length for
each sub-block, increasing the overall memory performance
and decreasing power consumption. Apart from the perfor-
mance and power gains, such aggressive array partitioning
enabled us to re-use most of the peripheral circuitry (i.e., cell
I/O, wordline drivers, etc. ) across all the memory blocks,
which significantly decreased the design complexity of the
system.

The central row decoder is hierarchical using two 3:8 static
pre-decoders and 64 final row-decoders. The first 6 bits of the
address are sent to row decoder to activate one of the 64 WLs.
The remaining 3b are sent to a 3:8 static decoder to generate
eight block-select (BS) signals, which are used to activate one
of the eight 64-row sub-blocks.

Built-in self-test (BIST) circuits are used for testing cache
design at speed. Each BIST circuit has scan-enabled shift
registers that provide input data and capture output data. The
input registers can hold 16 commands (e.g., memory read,
memory write, and match operation) and are configured to
operate in a circular manner to continuously provide input data,
and the output registers store the most recently processed 16
commands.



Fig. 5. Die microphotograph of the 2mm x 2mm Newcache and 8-way set-
associative conventional cache testchip in 65nm bulk CMOS. The chip has
144 I/O pads.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We began by testing each memory component (CAM, Tag,
Data) of Newcache individually. At the nominal 1.0V VDD,
Data, Tag and CAM memories operate at 525, 650 and 570
MHz respectively. Schmoo plots for these memories are shown
in Figures 6(a), 7(a) and 8(a), respectively. Read and write
power measurements for Newcache memory components are
shown in Figure 6(b), 7(b) and 8(b).

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a) Schmoo plot of the Newcache Data memory. Green area represents
the voltage-frequency points in which the memory is functional. Data memory
operates at 420-600 MHz across a supply voltage of 0.8-1.2V. (b) Read and
write power measurements for Data memory.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. (a) Schmoo plot of the Newcache Tag memory. Green area represents
the voltage-frequency points in which the memory is functional. Tag memory
operates at 500-800 MHz across a supply voltage of 0.8-1.2V. (b) Read and
write power measurements for Tag memory.

The cycle time of Newcache is limited by the Data array
speed, and hence all blocks are operated at the max Data
array frequency. Read and write power measurements for all
Newcache memory components when accessed by CAM match
operation are shown in Figure 9(a) and 9(b). The power
overhead for Newcache over the 8-way SA cache is ∼20%
since the majority of power is consumed by the Data array, and
the area overhead is ∼10%, since the area is also dominated
by the Data array. As the L1 cache is a small structure that

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. (a) Schmoo plot of the Newcache CAM. Green area represents the
voltage-frequency points in which the memory is functional. CAM operates at
420-700 MHz across a supply voltage of 0.8-1.2V. (b) Read and write power
measurements for CAM.

does not account for much of the total processor chip power,
these overheads will not affect overall chip area or power
significantly.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. (a) Read and (b) write power breakdown for Newcache at 1.0 VDD,
500MHz, and room temperature.

V. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a secure Newcache design with
randomized replacement that was implemented using novel
circuits to mitigate the disadvantages of using a small CAM-
based decoding scheme. The prototype testchip contained both
a conventional 8-way SA cache and a Newcache. Measured
results show minimal overheads in area, power, and delay for
using this technique for securing the cache against software-
based cache side-channel attacks.
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